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1. What kinds of major international investment projects are there in your country? How do 
they affect community life and governance, positively or negatively? Are any of them 
controversial, or the subject of public debate? 

Sri Lanka is going through a unique phase of foreign investment. There is an unprecedented urgency 
to attract foreign investments to address Sri Lanka’s balance of payment crisis. A lack of foreign direct 
investment (FDI) has been identified as one of the root causes of this crisis.1 This has been 
compounded by Sri Lanka’s difficulty in raising forex by other means, such as issuing international 
sovereign bonds, obtaining further loans or imposing import restrictions. Currently, the country’s 
approach to FDI has two key drivers: (i) the urgency of attracting FDI; and (ii) the increased 
politicisation of foreign investment projects. The latter resulted from geopolitical concerns, which 
influenced some of the major investment decisions made by the Executive branch. Indeed, the 
geopolitical and geo-economic significance of the Indian Ocean region has been increasing, and a 
noticeable rivalry has developed amongst the nations who aspire to have a strategic regional presence 
for economic and security reasons.  

Sri Lanka is critical in this geopolitical rivalry due to its strategic location in the Indian Ocean. In this 
context, increased Chinese investment in Sri Lanka’s critical industries such as ports, transport and 
energy has become troublesome, particularly in view of other stakeholders in the region. China’s 
investments have persuaded those nations to secure similar investment opportunities in Sri Lanka by 
deploying FDI as an influential foreign policy tool that strengthens their political and diplomatic ties 
with Sri Lanka to counterbalance the Chinese presence. The competition over investment 
opportunities in Sri Lanka’s critical industries has shaped how the Sri Lankan government handles its 
investment relations with those nations involved in the “race for Asia”. Significantly, all the recent 
investment decisions taken by the Executive branch were opposed by political movements and civil 
society organisations (CSOs) based on geopolitical concerns.  

The first major investment decision that raised serious concerns was Sri Lanka’s first-ever Special 
Economic Zone (SEZ) in the newly built landfill known as the Colombo Port City. The arrangement is 
to develop the SEZ through a public-private partnership between the Government of Sri Lanka and a 
project company called CHEC Port City Colombo, the local subsidiary of the Chinese investor involved 
in the project’s first phase. It has been alleged that the establishment of this SEZ would transform this 
landfill into a “Chinese colony” that is not subject to Sri Lanka’s territorial sovereignty.2  

 
1 Umesh Moramudali (2021) “Sri Lanka’s Foreign Debt Crisis Could Get Critical in 2021”, The Diplomat, 9 February, 
https://thediplomat.com/2021/02/sri-lankas-foreign-debt-crisis-could-get-critical-in-2021/.  
2 Meera Srinivasan (2021) “Explained | Why has the China-backed Colombo Port City project come under attack from the 
Opposition and citizens?”, The Hindu, 6 June, https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/explained-why-has-the-
china-backed-colombo-port-city-project-come-under-attack-from-the-opposition-and-citizens/article34740826.ece.   
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The second controversial FDI decision was the Government’s unsuccessful attempt to develop the East 
Container Terminal (ECT) of the Colombo Port as a joint venture with an Indian Government-
nominated investor, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd. This proposal was vehemently 
opposed, with opponents alleging that the Indian Government’s motivation for the investment project 
was India’s need to counterbalance the increased Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean.3  

The third FDI decision that has raised concerns is the Government’s push to sell 40% of the shares of 
the Yugadanavi Power Plant Station to an American investor, which was also awarded the right to 
build a new liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal off Colombo’s coast and supply gas to Sri Lankan 
power plants.4 Concerns have been raised over the impact of these transactions on the country’s 
energy security, in the context of global disputes amongst the world’s superpowers. The public also 
accused the Government of selecting an American investor through a Cabinet proposal that 
disregarded the competitive bidding process to procure LNG for current and future power plants 
around Colombo.  

These three events make it clear that recent FDI decisions by the Government have been opposed 
primarily due to their alleged geopolitical impact, and related threats to sovereignty and national 
security, with opponents framing them as a form of foreign interference in Sri Lanka amid the tensions 
between countries such as China, the US and India.  

At the same time, the process through which the Sri Lankan Government made these disputed 
investment decisions has also given rise to a public perception that the Government has given away 
Sri Lanka’s national assets to foreign powers. Whether through long-term leaseholds, joint ventures 
and/or creating special economic enclaves, CSOs consider that this constitutes imprudent 
management of the emerging geopolitical rivalries dominating the Indian Ocean region. The gravity of 
geopolitical concerns has resulted in little attention being given to the possible detrimental impacts 
of these commercial activities (such as building container terminals and establishing floating gas 
terminals) on the marine environment and the local fishing community. The social, economic and 
environmental aspects of the disputed FDI projects were given relatively modest attention, often 
being framed only in political terms or being ignored altogether.  

Nonetheless, the process of how the Executive made these FDI decisions, and their indirect impacts, 
have led to lawsuits against proposed or ongoing FDI projects. A good example can be seen from the 
first phase of the Colombo Port City Project, which expanded the Colombo Central Business District 
by reclaiming the sea. The political debate predominately underscored the threat to Sri Lanka’s 
sovereignty because the initial contract promised to give freehold land to the Chinese investor from 
the landfill. However, CSOs challenged the project twice before the national courts, stressing their 
detrimental environmental, social and economic consequences. Firstly, a Writ Petition was filed by 
one of the country’s leading environmental justice organisations, alleging that the reclamation work 
was commenced without conducting a sufficient environmental impact assessment and in violation of 

 
3 Kalani Kumarasinghe (2021) “EXPLAINED: Eastern Container Terminal Controversy”, The Daily Mirror, 4 February, 
https://www.dailymirror.lk/insight/EXPLAINED-Eastern-Container-Terminal-Controversy/374-205104; Arun Janardhanan 
(2021) “Explained: Why Sri Lanka pushed India out of Colombo terminal project, what’s being offered as compensation”, 
The IndianExpress, 4 February, https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-why-sri-lanka-has-pushed-india-out-
of-colombo-terminal-project-and-whats-being-offered-as-compensation-7171502/.  
4 (2021) “LNG Project with New Fortress Sparks Debate”. The Daily News, 29 September, 
https://www.dailynews.lk/2021/09/29/features/260565/lng-project-new-fortress-sparks-debate.  
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Sri Lanka’s environmental law.5 Secondly, a Fundamental Rights Petition was filed by the Ceylon 
Fisher-folk Trade Union, alleging the possible violation of their right to engage in their chosen 
livelihood (fishing) due to sea erosion and loss of marine life caused by the dredging and land 
reclamation works.6 Although these two lawsuits were not successful, as will be shown, the Sri Lankan 
judiciary has capitalised on such lawsuits to repudiate disputed development projects.  

2. Are investment projects subject to the ordinary law? 

Since the liberalisation of the country’s economy in 1978, Sri Lanka has implemented an investment 
policy that is generally hospitable towards foreign investment. However, it does not constitute an 
open admission policy, and thus, relevant laws also describe the business activities in relation to which 
foreign investment is prohibited or restricted. As per the Regulations made by the Minister in charge 
under the Foreign Exchange Act 2017, foreign investment is not allowed in money lending, 
pawnbroking, retail trade capital of less than US$ one million, and coastal fishing. These Regulations 
further articulate business activities in which limited investment is allowed due to the urgency of 
promoting local industries or considering security-related issues.  

As a rule, foreign investments in permitted sectors are required to observe domestic laws governing 
issues such as land, labour, and the environment. Exceptionally, however, investment projects can be 
exempted from applying certain domestic laws such as inland revenue, customs, and exchange. 
Projects located in geographically demarcated areas are also governed by a separate regulatory 
framework from the rest of the country relating to issues such as customs.  

Two national laws grant exemptions for investment projects from the application of certain normal 
laws applicable to commercial activities: The Board of Investment Law 1978 (BOI Act) and Strategic 
Development Projects Act 2008 (SDP Act). Respective schedules to these Acts articulate which laws 
can be exempted, subjected to the fulfilment of specific requirements. Under the BOI Act, projects are 
eligible for exemptions from certain laws based on “eligibility incentive criteria”, such as the minimum 
level of capital and employment that will be generated by the project. Similarly, investment projects 
identified as a “Strategic Development Project” under the SDP Act can be granted exemptions from 
laws specified in the schedule to the Act. The Board of Investment is vested with the power to identify 
projects eligible for exemption in consultation with relevant line ministries, taking into account factors 
provided for in the SDP Act, such as the strategic importance of a given project and the amount of 
foreign exchange involved therein.  

Another piece of legislation that is increasingly important in the context of FDI is the Colombo Port 
City Economic Commission Act (Port City Act) which controversially came into effect in May 2021.7 The 
Act establishes the country’s first-ever SEZ. The Port City Act excludes the application of several laws 
within the Area of Authority of the Port City. Firstly, some laws (listed in Schedule III to the Act) have 
no application within the Area of Authority because the subjects regulated by those laws have been 
incorporated into the Port City Act itself. Secondly, companies, including those that engage in the 
offshore banking business, are required to register as offshore companies. Such companies are then 

 
5 (2020) “Case filed against Port City project dismissed”, Colombo Gazette, 25 November, 
https://colombogazette.com/2020/11/25/case-filed-against-port-city-project-dismissed/.  
6 Lakmal Sooriyagoda (2015) “Fisher-folk Trade Union FR re-fixed for support”, Daily News, 12 November, 
https://www.dailynews.lk/?q=2015/11/12/local/fisher-folk-trade-union-fr-re-fixed-support.  
7 Gulbin Sultana (2021) “Colombo Port City Economic Commission Act’ breeds Economic and Geostrategic Concerns”, 
Financial Express, 2 June, https://www.financialexpress.com/world-news/colombo-port-city-economic-commission-act-
breeds-economic-and-geostrategic-concerns/2263439/.  
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exempted from the application of provisions of the Companies Act relating to their general 
administration and thus have a reduced burden of compliance.  

Thirdly, and quite significantly, Schedule II of the Port City Act includes the Casino Business 
(Regulation) Act and Termination of Employment of Workmen (Special Provisions) Act as laws from 
which foreign investment projects can be exempted. Including these laws was controversial, as they 
are not included in the BOI Act and SDP Act, which are more concerned with exempting companies 
from laws relating to tax, customs, and foreign exchange. However, exemptions from the enactments 
included in Schedule II of the Port City Act will be given only to a “Business of Strategic Importance” 
identified on a case-by-case basis.  

Lastly, there are two more laws which contain provisions that may impact how foreign investors are 
treated in domestic law, namely the Finance Act 2012 and Commercial Hub Regulation 2013, which 
provide for the establishment and operation of Free Ports and Bonded Areas. For the purpose of the 
Finance Act, they are treated as areas “which are geographically inside Sri Lanka but are legally 
considered to be outside its customs territory”, such that Sri Lanka’s customs laws do not apply. 
Imports to and export from the declared Free Ports and Bonded Areas are treated as “duty-free”. The 
effects of these provisions are aimed at promoting Sri Lanka as a commercial hub in the region by 
attracting investors in these designated areas. 

3. Which institutions have authority to approve such projects? How are these decisions made?  

There are two ways in which foreign investors can be operated in Sri Lanka: (i) foreign individuals, and 
corporate investors can choose Sri Lanka as their investment destination, and (ii) the Government can 
select foreign investors for large-scale public (infrastructure) projects through a public procurement 
process. Investment projects belonging to the first category can be approved by the Board of 
Investment or, since May 2021, by the new Colombo Port City Economic Commission.  

 The BOI can approve projects under Sections 16 and 17 of the Act, but the application of the 
Foreign Exchange Act means the BOI cannot approve foreign investment in non-permitted sectors, 
such as coastal fishing or money lending. Similarly, it cannot approve foreign investment in sectors 
regulated by specific laws, such as business activities related to manufacturing arms and military 
hardware. The BOI adopts a case-by-case approach, in consultation with the relevant state 
authorities, when it approves foreign investment of more than 40% of the equity in companies 
that propose to carry out restricted business activities, such as mass communication, deep-sea 
fishing, and mining and primary processing of non-renewable natural resources.  

 Section 30 of the Port City Act allows the Commission to evaluate applications for approval to 
invest in the Port City SEZ, but the Act does not provide specific criteria for evaluating such 
applications. Instead, it only stipulates that the Commission is responsible for determining 
whether to accept or reject any application for “good reasons”, a term which provides the 
Commission very wide discretion. How this newly established statutory body will interpret this 
provision remains to be seen.    

Sri Lanka has been increasingly seeking foreign collaborations for developing the country’s economic 
infrastructure facilities. The Government generally initiates such projects, and where necessary 
foreign participation is secured through a public procurement process. There is no legislation on the 
public procurement process. Currently, there is no institution responsible for regulating and 
overseeing the public procurement process due to several institutional changes that took place in the 
last decade, ultimately leaving a lacuna in the institutional framework for procurement in Sri Lanka. 
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Procurement is currently regulated by several guidelines approved by the Cabinet and two 
procurement manuals.  

The relevant documents related to infrastructure are the 2006 Procurement Guidelines: Goods and 
Works and the 2006 Procurement Manual. Project proponents or Government procuring entities (such 
as government ministries and statutory authorities) are required to follow the procedures set out by 
these two documents in carrying out any “Procurement Action” financed in whole or in part by the Sri 
Lankan Government or a Foreign Funding Agency. The 2006 Guidelines necessitate a Cabinet 
Appointed Procurement Committee (CAPC) to undertake high-value procurements, whilst the 35th 
supplement to the 2006 Procurement Manual stipulates CAPC as the competent “Procurement 
Authority” relating to locally funded projects above 500 million Sri Lanka Rupees and foreign-funded 
projects above 1,000 million Sri Lankan Rupees.8 When awarding a contract relating to a CAPC, the 
Cabinet is required to decide on the successful bid based on the CAPC recommendations. However, 
the 2006 Guidelines do not expressly require the Cabinet to accept CAPC recommendations.  

4. To what extent is there transparency and public accountability for such decisions? 

It is too early to comment on the investment decision-making process of the recently established Port 
City Economic Commission. However, shortcomings in some aspects of the decision-making process 
of the BOI are well-articulated, with questions raised regarding its transparency and public 
accountability. For example, the BOI, in its capacity as a Project Approving Agency (PAA), has been 
found responsible by the courts for disregarding its statutory and regulatory duties to give effect to 
the environmental impact assessment (EIA) framework established by the National Environmental Act 
of 1980 (NEA).9 While heavily criticising the BOI for disregarding the NEA when approving investment 
projects, the Supreme Court has determined that the EIA framework is an indispensable element of 
ensuring public participation in the decision-making process, particularly relating to the projects 
declared under the provisions of NEA as “prescribed projects.”10 Public participation in decision-
making relating to “prescribed projects” has been considered by the Court to be an essential right 
vested with people directly affected by such projects and a vital element in ensuring the sustainability 
of the development driven by them.11   

The Court has also rejected the possibility of circumventing the EIA framework through contractual 
arrangements between the foreign investor and the Government, which has been attempted on the 
basis of the “confidentiality” in investment contracts.12 The Court has drawn specific attention to the 
growing impact of foreign investment contracts. In theory, such contracts are supposed to reflect the 
bargaining power of both sides relating to an individual project, with the Government having its own 
democratic accountability obligations to meet. In practice, however, these contracts rarely become 
publicly available and are not generally subject to democratic oversight before their conclusion. 
Moreover, neither the BOI Act nor the Port City Act require Parliament or Cabinet approval for foreign 
investment contracts or making such contracts publicly available.  

 
8 Alternatively, the Procurement Authority relating to these projects can be the Standing Cabinet Appointed Procurement 
Committee (SCAPC) which is allowed to be appointed in extraordinary situations.  
9 See for example Ravindra Gunawardena Kariyawasam, Chairman, Centre for Environment & Nature Studies v. Central 
Environment Authority & Others, SC FR Application No. 141 of 2015 (Chunnakam Power Plant Case).  
10 ibid. 
11 ibid. See further Bulankulama and Others v.  Secretary, Ministry of Industrial Development and Others [2000] 3 Sri LR 
243. (Eppawela Case).   
12 ibid. 
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The failure of specific foreign investment laws to require transparency has resulted in the Right to 
Information Act 2016 (RTI Act)13 becoming more important in this context. The RTI Act recognises 
citizens’ right to access information in the possession, custody or control of a public authority while 
fortifying the fundamental right to information guaranteed in Article 14A of the Constitution. 
However, there are arguments both for and against whether Government foreign investment 
contracts entered into between an investor and a relevant statutory body should be released under 
the RTI Act. Section 5 of the RTI Act contains a number of exemptions, including preventing disclosure 
of information about entering into overseas trade agreements, but most exemptions are subject to a 
public interest override.  

Additionally, it could be argued that the failure to conduct a public procurement process for certain 
large-scale projects has denied the public an opportunity to participate in those investment decisions, 
undermining their transparency. In such scenarios, the RTI Act could help the public and affected 
communities find out about projects as they are initiated. Section 9 of the RTI Act obliges the Minister 
responsible for a project to communicate all available information relating to the project prior to three 
months of its commencement. The Minister is further obliged to update information relating to such 
a project throughout its development and implementation, in response to a written request by a 
citizen. These duties apply to projects depending on their value (i.e., locally funded projects above 
500,000 rupees and foreign-funded projects above 100,000 rupees). However, Regulation No.20 made 
under RTI Act requires all public authorities to provide information, amongst others, on public 
procurement processes, criteria and outcomes of decision making on tender applications, copies of 
contracts, and reports on completion of contracts. Despite this, the implementation of this principle 
has become problematic due to the poor compliance with these proactive disclosure requirements, 
as revealed by a recent research report.14  

5. Does the Constitution provide a framework for making decisions about international 
investment? If so, what does it provide? Does the framework operate in practice? 

The 1978 Constitution does not provide a framework for making investment decisions. However, it 
does provide a framework for Sri Lanka’s bilateral investment treaties (BITs). BITs are international 
legal instruments aimed at protecting (private) investors and their cross-border capital investments 
from undue interference from the countries hosting them. Article 157 of the Constitution articulates 
that a treaty or agreement between the Sri Lankan Government and a foreign government for the 
promotion and protection of foreign investments approved by a two-thirds majority of Parliament 
shall have the force of law in Sri Lanka against which no written law shall be enacted or made, and no 
executive or administrative action shall be taken other than in the interests of national security. Such 
approval is given on the assumption that these investment treaties are “essential for the development 
of the national economy.”  

Importantly, no enabling legislation is required to translate an investment treaty into domestic law. 
Instead, parliamentary approval will entrench provisions of investment treaties directly into the Sri 
Lankan legal system. Upon the approval of an investment treaty by way of a parliamentary resolution, 
such treaties acquire the force of law in Sri Lanka. As a result, the substantive and procedural rights 

 
13 The RTI Act is available at https://www.media.gov.lk/images/pdf_word/2016/12-2016_E.pdf  
14 Verité Research (2021), “Opportunities to protect public interest in public infrastructure: review 
of regulatory frameworks in Sri Lanka,” This report is available at https://www.veriteresearch.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/07/VR_Eng_RR_Feb2021_Opportunities-to-Protect-Public-Interest-in-Public-Infrastructure-1.pdf 
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afforded to foreign investors protected by such approved BITs become justiciable before domestic 
courts. However, neither Article 157 nor any other provision of the Constitution expressly provides 
foreign investors with a right to take action against legislative or administrative measures that 
allegedly contravene the provisions of approved BITs.  

Nonetheless, it could be argued that disputes regarding BITs are still possible through judicial review. 
Firstly, if laws or executive actions violate the BIT for any other reason than national security, they 
would arguably be ultra vires and illegal because they would contravene an express restriction 
contained in the Constitution, which is a matter to be remedied by the judiciary. Secondly, the 
constitutional prohibition would arguably provide foreign investors protected by the approved BITs 
with an enforceable legitimate expectation that rights afforded to them under such BITs would be 
respected by the country’s legislative and executive organs, except as related to national security. If 
so, the disproportionate, unfair, or unjust frustration of that legitimate expectation by adopting 
legislative or executive measures in violation of such rights would constitute a matter that the judiciary 
should remedy.  

6. Are there any changes to current procedures and to the constitutional framework that 
applies to them that might retain the beneficial aspects of international investment while 
enhancing transparency, deliberation and accountability? 

Attracting an increased volume of foreign investment has been somewhat challenging for Sri Lanka 
due to the instability of the economic policy environment, unpredictable and outdated regulatory 
system, stringent administrative procedures, enhanced bureaucratic discretion, and public sector 
corruption.15 Addressing such concerns is vital for making Sri Lanka a hospitable and attractive 
destination for FDI. However, equal attention needs to be paid to ensuring democratic oversight over 
the investment decision-making process, particularly the investment decisions made by the Executive 
branch. Not conducting a transparent and reliable public procurement process and the opaqueness of 
government procurement practices has reduced the confidence of foreign investors. Lack of 
transparency has also changed public perceptions of foreign investments, persuading many people to 
now frame foreign investment as a form of foreign interference. This perception has enabled domestic 
politicians to exploit the process of foreign investment as an emotive electoral issue to shape their 
short-term political agendas, which has undermined the use of foreign-funded development projects 
as an effective economic tool to accomplish the country’s national interests. 

7. Are there any other aspects of the experience with international investment and assistance 
in your country that might throw light on the issues for this theme? 

As mentioned above, public dissent against some development projects has resulted in landmark 
lawsuits that challenged them on multiple different grounds, including their incompatibility with 
fundamental rights as contained in the 1978 Constitution. The Sri Lankan judiciary has used these 
lawsuits as a vehicle through which to safeguard the country’s natural and national resources from 
the abuse of executive power and disregard of regulatory duty by public bodies. In some cases, the 
Court indefinitely blocked and/or nullified high-profile investment projects proposed or concluded by 
the Executive with foreign entities interested in investing in Sri Lanka. For example, in the case of 
Bulankulama and Others v. Secretary Ministry of Industrial Development, the Supreme Court halted 
the formal conclusion of the proposed Mineral Investment Agreement with the foreign investor until 

 
15 U.S. Department of States (2020), “2020 Investment Climate Statements: Sri Lanka,” 
https://www.state.gov/reports/2020-investment-climate-statements/sri-lanka/ 
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the directions issued by the Court were complied with. By doing so, the Court urged the Executive to 
exploit Sri Lanka’s natural resources in trust for the public benefit. Importantly, the Court denied 
favouring foreign investors against members of the public in a manner that violates citizens’ 
fundamental rights under Article 12(1) of the Constitution (the right to equal protection of the law).16  

In the case of Vasudeva Nanayakkara v. K N Choksy and Others,17 the Supreme Court nullified and 
voided the Share Sales and Purchase Agreement between the Sri Lankan Government and the selected 
investor (whose consortium included a foreign company) to sell 90% of the shares in the Sri Lanka 
Insurance Corporation (SLIC). This is because the entire process of privatising the SLIC was found to be 
tainted with wrongful and unlawful Executive and administrative actions. Importantly, the Court 
decided that those actions constituted a violation of fundamental rights of petitioners and citizens 
guaranteed under Article 12(1) while enunciating that exercising Executive power in trust for the 
public benefit as a “positive component in the right to equality”.  

However, while these judgements prioritised the rights of the citizenry by using fundamental rights 
violations as a basis for striking down FDI decisions, there is now a possibility that such domestic 
lawsuits may trigger investment treaty arbitrations against Sri Lanka, on the basis that such legal suits 
contravene the country’s international (investment) obligations. Foreign investors who are aggrieved 
by such legal proceedings could challenge the Sri Lankan judiciary’s administration of justice as a 
violation of investment treaty protection afforded to them by the country’s BITs. The best example in 
this regard is the fundamental rights petition which challenged the hedging agreements concluded by 
the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation, ultimately resulting in several foreign and local legal proceedings, 
including a treaty-based investment arbitration, Deutsche Bank AG v. Sri Lanka.18 The Award, in this 
case, held Sri Lanka responsible (partly) for the actions of the judiciary, with the Deutsch Bank as the 
claimant investor being awarded US$60 million in compensation.  

Unfortunately, both the domestic and international cases have not contributed to a national discourse 
on the legal impact of Sri Lanka’s BITs, and insufficient public and parliamentary attention has been 
paid to the country’s investment treaty-making process, leaving critical issues unexplored, such as the 
appropriateness and constitutionality of allowing foreign investors recourse to international 
arbitration to resolve their investment dispute bypassing Sri Lanka’s national court system.  
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16 Eppawala Case (n 11) at p. 318.  
17 SC FR Application No.158/2007. See further Sugathapala Mendis & Another v Chandrika Kumaratunga & Others [2008] 2 
SLR. 339 (Waters Edge Case). 
18 Deutsche Bank AG v. The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/2, Award 31 October 2012. 


